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Abstract: Generalized net models of different queueing disciplines in queueing systems are
proposed in [11]. In the present paper, we propose modifications of these models including
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Pairs (IFP) and Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Pairs (IVIFP) which
determine the way in which the requests are serviced. In each of the models, the buffer has
finite capacity and is represented by two Generalized net transitions. The buffer cells are repre-
sented by places of the net. The two simple queueing disciplines considered are FIFO and LIFO.
A more general model with IFP (or IVIFP) in which the requests can change their parameters and
position within the buffer is also proposed.
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1 Introduction

The present paper is a continuation of our research on the conceptual modelling of queuing sys-
tems presented in [11]. As it is mentioned there, the idea of modelling of the processes in buffers
(entering and leaving of requests/pieces of information) by Petri nets lead to the introduction
of the Buffer-Transition Nets of Hans Fuss [6]. They represent exactly the buffer functioning,
following the procedures of queueing theory (see, e.g., [7–10]).

In [11], Generalized Net (GN) models of these processes are described and some new ones
are introduced. For the definition of GN and the concepts of the GNs theory the reader can refer
to [3, 4].

For brevity, here we use only reduced GNs without priorities of the transitions, places and
tokens, without temporal components and capacities of the places corresponding to the buffer
cells equal to 1, while the capacities of the rest of the places are not specified, i.e., they can be∞.
The arcs capacities and the transition types are not defined.

Let us have the source of data G (generator of pieces of information/requests), buffer B with
n cells b1, . . . , bn and Server denoted by U (see Figure 1).

G - B

bn

b1

...

...

- U

Figure 1. Conceptual representation of a buffer.

As it is mentioned in [11], the GN model of a queueing system in service networks with FIFO
queueing discipline is represented by a GN containing only two transitions (see Figure 2), where
as above, n is the number of buffer cells (capacity of the buffer), that are represented here by
GN-places.
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Figure 2. GN representation of simple queueing disciplines.
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The transitions of the GN shown in Figure 2 have the following formal description:

Z1 = 〈{l1}, {b1, . . . , bn}, r1〉,

where

r1 =
b1 . . . bj . . . bn

l1 r1,1 . . . r1,j . . . r1,n
;

and r1,j = “bj is the first empty place from top to bottom among places b1, b2, . . . , bn”, where
1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Z2 = 〈{b1, . . . , bn}, {l2}, r2〉,

where

r2 =

l2

b1 s1,2
...

...
bj sj,2
...

...
bn sn,2

;

and sj,2 = “the token in place bj has stayed for more time in the place compared to the tokens in
all places b1, b2, . . . , bn ”, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

In this way, we describe the queueing discipline “first enters – first comes out” (FIFO).
The second GN model, describing the other simple queueing discipline, namely, “last enters

– first comes out” (LIFO) has the same graphical representation as in Figure 2 and the difference
is only in the form of the predicates, which are now, respectively, r1,j = “bj is the first empty
place from top to bottom among places b1, b2, . . . , bn”, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, sj,2 = “the token in
place bj has stayed in the place for less time compared to the tokens in places b1, b2, . . . , bn”, for
j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

In [11], more than ten GN models of different queueing disciplines in a queueing system were
proposed. In none of them, however, elements of fuzziness are included. In the present paper, we
show possibilities to add such elements in the GN models.

2 Main results

Let each piece of information/requests (represented by an α-token in the GN model) has an initial
characteristic

“respective information/requests; µα, να”,

where µα, να ∈ [0, 1] and µα + να ≤ 1.

The ordered pair 〈µα, να〉 is called Intuitionistic Fuzzy Pair (IFP) (see [5]).
The ordered pair 〈M,N〉 where M,N ⊆ [0, 1] are closed sets is called Interval-Valued Intu-

itionistic Fuzzy Pair (IVIFP) if M = [infM, supM ], N = [inf N, supN ] and

supM + supN ≤ 1.
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The IFP (IVIFP) can be interpreted as degrees of validity and of non-validity of the informa-
tion or as degree of correctness and non-correctness of the request.

With this in mind, the above two GN models can be modified in the following way.
In the first GN model we keep the form of predicate r1,j and change predicate sj,2, for

j = 1, 2, . . . , n to one of the following three forms:

• sj,2 = “the token in place bj has the highest µ-value in comparison with the other tokens in
the places b1, b2, . . . , bn”; or

• sj,2 = “the token in place bj has the lowest ν-value in comparison with the other tokens in
the places b1, b2, . . . , bn”; or

• sj,2 = “the token in place bj has highest 〈µ, ν〉-value in comparison with the other tokens
in the places b1, b2, . . . , bn”,

where for two IFPs 〈µ1, ν1〉 and 〈µ2, ν2〉 we say that 〈µ1, ν1〉 is higher than 〈µ2, ν2〉 if and only if

µ1 ≥ µ2 and ν1 ≤ ν2.

Obviously, the first two forms of these predicates are weaker forms of the third one.
In the second GN model (shown in Figure 2) we associate with each place bj among places

b1, b2, . . . , bn the IVIFP 〈Mj, Nj〉. Now, predicate r1,j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n has one of the following
three forms for the current α-token in place l1:

• r1,j = “µα ∈Mj”; or

• r1,j = “να ∈ Nj”; or

• r1,j = “µα ∈Mj” & “να ∈ Nj”.

Obviously, again, the first two predicates are weaker forms of the third one.
This modification is an example where the Generalized Nets with Characteristics of the Places

(GNCP, see [1]) can be used. If the IVIFPs, associated with the respective places, do not change
during the functioning of the GN, then we can say that this model is static. It can obtain a dynamic
form, if the IVIFPs change with time. This can be realized with the help of the characteristic
functions of the places, described in [1].

The situation with the output place l2 is similar. If there is an IVIFP 〈M,N〉 associated with
it, then the predicate sj,2 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n has one of the following three forms for the current
α-token in place lj:

• sj,2 = “µα ∈M”; or

• sj,2 = “να ∈ N”; or

• sj,2 = “µα ∈M” & “να ∈ N”.
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In this case, probably, some α-tokens will stay permanently in their places, because for them
the corresponding predicate sj,2 will be permanently false. So, the places’ characteristic must be
changed during the functioning of the net through the characteristic function of the place.

The two types of GNs models can be united in one GN model with the above new forms of
the predicates r1,j and sj,2 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

In the above GN models we are not interested in the characteristics of the tokens entering l-
and b-places. They are assigned to the tokens by the generator of data and the tokens keep them
without changes during their transfer in the GN.

Similarly to [11], in order to determine the duration of staying of the tokens in places b1, b2, ...,
bn, we can consider that upon entering the places corresponding to the buffer cells, the tokens
obtain as characteristic the time-moment of entering.

Now, all GN models in [11] can be modified in the way discussed above to include elements
of fuzziness. By doing so we obtain GN models with additional criteria for tokens’ transfer. In
the simpler form of these GN models, the criteria are fixed, while in the extended model the
additional criteria for transfer of tokens can be changed during the functioning of the net.

While, as we mentioned above, the IVIFPs associated with the places can be changed with
the characteristic functions of the places, the 〈µ, ν〉-values of the tokens are constant.

Here, we modify the seventh GN model from [11] including elements of fuzziness.
In the new GN model, the tokens can change their places within the buffer (the places b1, b2, ...,

bn), according to some criterion D. This GN is shown in Figure 3. In some moments, token δ
will enter place d1 with initial characteristic xδo=‘‘criterion D for change of the tokens’ places in
the buffer”.

Z15 Z25
b1i-
.
.
.

-
l1i- l2i-

bni- -
d1i- d2i-

-
b′1i-

-

.

.

.
.
.
.

b′ni-

Figure 3. GN representation of queueing discipline with requests
changing their positions within the buffer.

Now, the GN-transitions have the forms:

Z1 = 〈{l1, b′1, . . . , b′n}, {b1, . . . , bn}, r1〉,

where
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r1 =

b1 · · · bj · · · bn

l1 r1,1 · · · r1,j · · · r1,n
b′1 t1,1 · · · t1,j · · · t1,n
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
b′i ti,1 · · · ti,j · · · ti,n
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
b′n tn,1 · · · tn,j · · · tn,n

;

and r1,j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n has one of the above discussed forms and ti,j = “following criterion
D, specified by the characteristic xδ0, the current token has to be transferred from place b′i to place
bj”, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Upon entering an output place the α-tokens obtain the characteristic:

“〈µnewα , νnewα 〉”,

i.e., new truth-values are assigned to them. In this way, at some future time-moment they can
satisfy the predicate that determines their transfer to place l2.

Z2 = 〈{b1, . . . , bn, d1}, {l2, d2, b′1, . . . , b′n}, r2〉,

where

r2 =

l2 d2 b′1 · · · b′j · · · b′n
b1 s1,2 false u1,1 · · · false · · · false
...

...
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
bj sj,2 false false · · · uj,j · · · false
...

...
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
bn sn,2 false false · · · false · · · un,n
d1 false true false · · · false · · · false

;

and sj,2 has one of the above discussed forms and uj,j = “following criterion D specified by the
characteristic xδ0, the current token has to be transferred from place bj to another place”.

All of the other GN models of finite buffer queueing systems from [11] can be modified in
a similar way to include IFP (IVIFP) which determine the service of the requests in the buffer.
In the case of GNs with tokens having duration of life, the modified model of the queueing
system, including intuitionistic fuzzy parameters, can be used in the conceptual models of overall
telecommunication networks. It is important to compare this model with the conceptual models
of queueing systems in service networks discussed in [10].

3 Conclusion

As a continuation of the present paper we shall propose GN models of other queueing systems
such as queueing systems with feedback, with catastrophes, failures and repairs, including IFP
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and IVIFP determining the transfer of the tokens. The models proposed in the present paper and
in [11] will be adapted to the case of Markov’s chain.

In [12], different GNs are described as tools for the modelling of Data Mining (DM) processes.
Having in mind that the queueing systems can be included in the DM tools, the present paper is a
continuation of the research discussed there.

The construction of a GN model of a queueing system with tokens duration of life is an
important step towards the development of a conceptual model of overall telecommunication
network with queueing system in the switching stage. It is interesting to compare such model to
the one proposed in [2].
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